with Giorgia Milne
August 5-7 | 2022
Louisville, Kentucky

It is the not-yet in the now. The taste of a fruit that does not yet exist hanging the blossom on the bough. ~Laurens van der Post
Fluids are everywhere – on earth, in the air, in the cosmos, and they dwell in every space of our bodies. At the beginning we
are completely fluid and fluids play important roles throughout all our life.
Our bodies are primarily composed of fluids...and space.
O ur core midline develops from an embryonic space called the primitive streak, which is the organizing principle for early
embryogenesis. The ventricles in our brains are space filled with cerebrospinal fluid. Inside the chambers of the heart and
even the sinoatrial node is space. Physicists tell us that every atom is 99.9% space.
From this kind of view, fluids dwell in space and space dwells in fluids.
F luids travel within the formed space of vessels, dwell in the open space between the cells and suffuse every single cell.
Some fluids in the body can change their consistency in a second, from fluid to gel – and back. Without vivid fluids there
would be no life.
This course is an introductory overview of the fluids that dwell in the spaces of the body, the space within the fluids and the
tissues, and their inseparable relation to each other and the creative forces of life. Our focus in this course is to experientially
explore ‘Fluids and Space’ and the disposition required to sense and perceive the subtle ebb/flow/rest interface. To explore
the beyond from within.
The approach to the touch sessions will be from the disposition of Touch of Presence ® - Biodynamic Cranial Approach, which
orients to Wholeness as Health. In other words, this course is not conducted in a medical symptom/diagnosis/treatment paradigm. There will be much to discover that can inform any approach or practice, as well as enhance one’s inner development
and perceptual capacities.
Giorgia Milne brings a rare quality of presence that is heartfelt, spirit- filled, and deeply intelligent. Her openness, sensitivity and integrity create an atmosphere of
respect, trust, and safety. She embodies 35 years integration of medical, spiritual, Indigenous Wisdom Ways, meditation, inquiry, movement, sacred bodywork, and
cranial practices. She has taught worldwide for 22 years.

$525

CE Credits: 24 NCBTMB (Pending)
to register | touchofpresence.com/courses-schedule-registration
Venue | Center for Educational Therapy | 1230 Liberty Bank Lane #210 | Louisville, Kentucky
local contact | Steve Schumacher | visionary5@mac.com

